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Programme Directorate has shown its interest in the project by providing extensive
technical, financial and human resources to support the implementation of the project. The
first pilot workshop, scheduled for the end of September 2005, started the process of
programme implementation.. The participants examined in details the consolidated plans
and the implementation scheme, and took decision for the implementation. The key focus of
workshop was on the actual construction of two facilities, i.e. on the provision of appropriate
inputs including finances and equipment and the skill-building trainings to construction
workers.. The first of the proposed two stations will be a "Living-in the Station" facility.
Research and Development. Sustainable Design and Construction Â An Australian-made
Hiview Safety Lockdown Shelter with "Mobile Comfort" fitted out with a full suite of furniture,
refrigeration, eating facilities, ventilation and lighting (also developed in NSW) via Accessible
Services Department NSW (ASD).. The Station is designed and built with modular,
prefabricated reinforced concrete walls, fully glazed with two safety layers.. Each temporary
facility will be manufactured in a plant in Tasmania and transported to the site for final
installation, assembly and testing. ASD will review the temporary shelters at least once a
year and as necessary.. Future projects include: General purpose shelter design to
accommodate growth, change, and increased risk A more complex shelter design to protect
from specific hazards Â· Design of a permanent safe room within the context of a station
that could withstand a significant violent event (eg. A train crash) A temporary shelter
design for fleeing from a train crash A permanent prefabricated temporary shelter design to
accommodate and protect small groups of people in extreme conditions Sandhana Utsav is
the name given to the annual Spring Festival organised on the eve of Holi for devotees of
the Bhakti movement. It starts on the Shukla paksha (Chaitra) which is the last day of the
winter. The festival is associated with the Hindu god of love, Krishna, hence the name.. The
festival is celebrated after the puja. The festival has its origins in the medieval period, and,
like Holi, the festival originated with the Krishna bhaktas (devotees of Krishna). The Sankalp
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